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Introduction

Blockchain technology gained mainstream attention with the emergence of

Bitcoin in 2009. Blockchain is still in the early stages of development, but is quickly

making its way into our daily lives. Some financial analysts predict big changes will
soon be afoot in the crypto market, as more institutional money enters the market.

According to the latest data from CoinDesk, the average transaction fee for different
coins are rising day by day and time for transaction confirmation also increased.

The HOGI project aims to solve this problem by introducing a solution that will bring
transaction fees down to a more affordable level, increase the speed and security
of user funds.

We are proud to offer Ethereum blockchain based solutions for multiple industries

around the world. Our BLOCKCHAIN applications is built with a variety of innovative
features and technologies that help us develop business solutions to improve the
quality of life for people all over the world.

We came with multiple blockchain solutions in crypto world to make people
life better.
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HOGI as a Digital Currency

Digital currency is a type of money that can be used like cash. There are all kinds
of digital currencies, including virtual currencies and private digital currency.
However, when we talk about the blockchain of a specific currency, we are
referring to the HOGI coin.

In simple terms, the HOGI Coin is a digital currency that can be used to make

payments in person and online with no middleman, such as a banking institution.
The HOGI Coin was developed over an extensive period of time by professionals
with years of experience in blockchain technology.

Like any other currency, cryptocurrencies can be used to pay for goods and

services. That is exactly why we have created our own cryptocurrency to power
our decentralized network.

HOGI Current Projects and Scope
The HOGI Project is a major player in the cryptocurrency world and will soon

become one of the top blockchain financial platforms. A strong and indefatigable
blockchain development team is working on this project to make it successful.
The team has an impressive portfolio of clients, advisors, and partners, so that
HOGI will soon become the leading blockchain financial platform.
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There are lots of other blockchain applications that are part of the HOGI
ecosystem, such as:
•
HOGI coin
•

HOGI Wallet

•

HOGI NFT

•
•

•
•

HOGI GOLD

HOGI Financial

HOGI Pay
HOGI Real Estate Tokenization

HOGI Coin: Developing & Interacting with Digital Currency
How can we eliminate fraud and manipulation? Our blockchain platform has a
public ledger that records all transactions. Users will have full control over their
transactions with the ability to send and receive money. Transactions are

encrypted and protected with a private key. Each transaction is validated by
multiple users before being added to the blockchain.

We have developed our own desktop and mobile wallet solutions based on

open-source technologies. Users can store their coins and create backups through
these apps.

To ensure a stable and secure form of currency for HOGI Coin, our blockchain

platform has a built-in mining protocol. By using the block-producing power of

miners, we are able to guarantee that HOGI Coin will remain steady and secure.

HOGI Wallet
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HOGI Coin is a digital currency and we need to store them somewhere digitally.

That's where wallets come into play. Our current mobile wallets are in beta testing
while our desktop wallets are ready to use.

Our wallet system will keep your digital currency safe and secure on your mobile
and desktop devices. It has two important security features: a public key and at

least one backup phrase as private key. The public key is like an email address to

which anyone can send digital money. The private key is like the password for that
email address, and keeps digital money safe and secure on your mobile device.

When you send or receive digital currency, your wallet address is recorded on the
distributed ledger of our blockchain network. This is a public record of every
transaction you've ever made. It contains no personal information

Our wallets support many top of the line coins like BTC, ETH, DOGE, DASH and many
ERC20 tokens including HOGI coin.

HOGI NFT

A non-fungible token is a digital unit stored in a blockchain that represents a

unique item. It can be used to represent different types of digital assets like photos,
videos, audio files, and other types of data.

HOGI NFT is a non-fungible token (NFT) that can be used to represent a single unit
of gold. NFTs will be issued and managed through the ERC721 standard, which

implements non-fungible tokens as part of the Ethereum protocol. NFTs will be

cryptographically linked to the actual gold they represent, with ownership tracked
by the blockchain. The tokenized gold will enable investors to profit from future
increases in gold prices.
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HOGI GOLD

HOGI GOLD offers Gold as a digital asset. On the HOGI GOLD app, one HOGI NFT
equals one ounce of Gold.

The HOGI NFT can be moved from the purchasers’ wallet, where it is issued, to any

on-chain address. Each on-chain address held by Gold will be assigned a specific
gold bar(s).

HOGI Financial

HOGI Fin is a decentralized finance and exchange protocol for the Ethereum
blockchain. The protocol facilitates automated transactions between

cryptocurrencies on the blockchain through the use of smart contracts.
It is a direct trading protocol. There is no need for any centralized party to make
trades, as it allows users to trade directly with each other with a high degree of
decentralization and censorship-resistance.
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HOGI Pay

We are revolutionizing the banking industry. We are building the world’s first truly
global financial superapp.

Buy crypto, gold, and manage your money in one place. Track spending in real-time
with spending analytics.

HOGI Pay is a financial management application that can help you manage all

aspects of your finances. It allows you to efficiently manage your cash flow, buy
and sell stocks, track investment performance, send and receive money, and
even borrow money.

HOGI Real Estate Tokenization

The real estate market is undergoing an explosive period of growth and it's vital

for business leaders to stay ahead of the curve with digital innovation. Real estate

tokenization refers to the division of a property into tradable shares or digital assets
on a blockchain network. In response, many countries are passing legislation to
encourage companies to use the technology.
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If you have a real asset, we will tokenize it and you can sell to one or more investors
after they pass our KYC process. A token will be paired with the real asset and who
owns that token will have ownership over their asset — including the right to sell it,
trade it, or even give it away.

Issues with Blockchain

Scalability:
The biggest challenge of blockchain development is the technical scalability of

blockchains. The current bitcoin blockchain reaches a block size limit of 1 MB every
ten minutes, while Ethereum's full archive node loads up over 3 TB and takes up

over 3 TB of space. The nodes that want to validate transactions have to download
all the data which could pose a problem in the long run.

Transaction costs:
People pay crazy fee up to hundreds dollars to process transactions using digital
currency. Those who use exchanges incur such fees when transferring money to
external addresses.

Speed:
Because of their distributed and decentralized nature, blockchains have slow

speeds and are cumbersome. As the number of users increase, the transactions
take longer to process. It can take up to a week for the whole transaction to be
completed. As a result, the transaction fees become high and the value of the
cryptocurrency starts falling.
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Benefits of HOGI Project

Our HOGI coin is now used by many different businesses and retailers. With the

ability to pay for gas, groceries, and meals at restaurants, HOGI is becoming an
increasingly useful currency online and off.

HOGI Pay is a new app that allows domestic and international users to exchange

fiat and digital currencies, bank transfers, and Paypal. HOGI Fin provides a way for
users to easily exchange crypto with other cryptocurrencies. HOGI NFT will make it
easier for users to buy digital gold and easily buy and sell online.

All of our projects are carried out by using cutting-edge technology, which is

scalable, fast and secure. Our customer-focused approach gives them an easy
to use interface while maintaining the highest levels of security.

Tokenomics
Coin Symbol

HOGI

Base

ERC20 Token

Coin ICO Price

0,01 0,03 0,05 0,07 Euro

Specifications

Ethereum Blockchain

Total Supply

100.000.000

Max Supply

100.000.000

Token Address: 0xA8AAbf6d833A6Dc4E7DEb44F46788706C5C8581C
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Coin Allocation

Community (Public Sales) 30%

15%

10%
10%

10%
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Private sales 10%

10%

30%

15%

55%

30%

5%
5%

Liquidity 15%

3%

2%

Reserves 10%

Team (Dev / Founders) 10%
Investors 10%

Marketing 5%
Advisors 5%

Rewards 3%
Airdrop 2%
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RoadMap

HOGI Wallet Development

HOGI Financial Development

HOGI decentralized wallet is ready

HOGI crypto swap app is under development

to go into production for our users to

and will be live soon

manage multiple coins including base token
November 2021

July 2021

August 2021

May 2021

HOGI NFT Development

HOGI GOLD Development

Our team is working hard to complete

The HOGI GOLD has been launched on the

HOGI NFT on Ethereum ERC721 protocol

crypto market.

and it will be ready soon.

HOGI Token Development

HOGI Real Estate Development

is ready to go into crypto world.

sell or trade instantly. Our team is working hard

HOGI financial system base token

Tokenize your real asset into cryptocurrency and
to launch this platform very soon.

May 2022

January 2022

July 2022

HOGI Pay Development

HOGI pay is our biggest project to manage your
financial flow in a secure manner and our team is
working hard to complete it on time.
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Team Members
The HOGI team combines a passion for different block chain projects and project
management. The team is comprised of experienced finance, marketing,

development and licensing professionals with a proven record in the industry.

ARSLAN NASEEM

MUHAMMAD WAQAS

BLOCKCHAIN EXPERT

CRYPTOCURRENCY CONSULTANT

Fasih Haider

Salman Dayal

BLOCKCHAIN DEVELOPER

REACT-NATIVE DEVELOPER
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Muhammad Usman Zia
TECHNICAL PROJECT MANAGER

KingM

HOGI FOUNDER
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The Majic

STRATEGIC CONSULTANT

PushingBoy

SALES AND MARKETING-EUROPE-

IamLULU

BUSSINESS DEVELOPER

Legal Disclaimer
Any acquisition of the system and\or exchange in any tokens or any proposals for
sale or purchase of tokens will be governed by and subject to the approval of all
applicable agencies and commissions.

Investing is risky. You should only trade in financial products that you are
knowledgeable about and understand the risk involved with them.

The information we provide here is not exhaustive, and you should carefully

consider your investment experience, financial situation, objectives, and financial
adviser's advice before proceeding.

HOGI does not take responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of this

document. The information is provided as a service to help us compete in an

ever-changing economy. We recommend that you consult with your legal advisor
before acting on any information contained herein.
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